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NOVEMBER MEETING
The general meeting of the Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club will be (as almost always) on the second Monday
of the month, September 12 , at the NW NC Red Cross
Building at 610 Coliseum Drive. The meeting starts
at 7:30 PM but plan on arriving early, say 7 PM. to get
a good seat and to chat with fellow hams. Ham Exams
will not be offered this month. This month's program
will be our annual HomeBrew Show-&-Tell. Bring
out ye goodies!

… you will be going back and forth into the wiring many
times to get it working right and you don't want to get
by James Kretzschmar AE7AX zapped. (DANGER: Required note of warning …
this circuit employs lethal voltages … know what you
are
doing … or get help)
A friend of mine owns the local bicycle shop in
Cheyenne, WY … ROCK ON WHEELS. George is
great when it comes to supporting the local cycling The 6SN7's take about 150 volts, and the 807's can take
events in town. During the two 100 mile bicycle rides in the full 300 volts. Probably the hardest parts to find at
the summer he is always riding up and down the road in a hamfests are the output transformers (almost never).
vehicle lending support to those with flat tires or You can buy them at mail order companys like Antique
mechanical problems. Looking around his shop he Electronic Supply, or Parts Express, however they are
needed a Tube Stereo Amplifier to complement the name very expensive. For output tubes such as the 807, 6L6,
“ROCK” in his store's name. I made this amplifier and 6V6, 1625, or 6AQ5 you need a primary impedence
around 6,000 ohms, and secondary impedence around 8
presented it to him … with a big thank you.
ohms. Even on Ebay output transformers are expensive.
Lately
at hamfests I have been on the lookout for
Before I get too far into the description, I have to state
possible
alternatives (need 2 matching).
that I am not a professional engineer … only an amateur
Continued on page 10
radio operator that enjoys building things. Is everything
electrically optimal ? Probably not … but it works, and Inside this month’s Newsletter . . .
sounds great. The schematic diagram shows the power
supply and one channel of the stereo. I like to make my 1985 Mexican Earthquake & FARC. . .Page 3
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back with wood, and sheet aluminum for the top and
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panels in the front/back. They go together quick. The
power supply uses a transformer that can deliver 300- ARES Area 9 Conference. . .. . . . . . . . . . . Page 8
400 volts 80-100 ma. Do not forget the bleeder resistor 2011 CQWW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Page 9
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Homebrew 6SN7/807 Audio Amplifier

Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS
501(c)3) North Carolina corporation for the promotion of
Amateur Radio, and for the education and training of hams
and the general public primarily in Forsyth County, North
Carolina.
FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in operation
ever since. We currently maintain a state-of-the-art ham
station in the basement of the Red Cross, 690 Coliseum Dr.,
Winston-Salem, NC and also maintain two 2-meter repeaters,
146.64 (100 Hz tone) and 145.47 (100 Hz tone) & 444.275
(100 Hz tone).
FARC has a general membership meeting with a program on
the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red Cross building,
690 Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem. The club conducts its
main business meeting (sometimes called the Board Meeting)
on the 3rd Monday generally at the same location. This is
where most of the club’s business is conducted and all
attending members have a vote. All club members are
strongly encouraged to attend the business meeting. For more
information about FARC mail us at FARC, Inc., PO Box
11361, Winston-Salem, NC, 27116; call 336-245-5740; or
visit out web site at www.w4nc.com . Club email is to info -at
w4nc.com .
Officers for 2011 are:
President: Terry Brown, AK4D
Vice-President: Eric Bowen, WK4CW
Secretary: Don Edwards, WS4NC
Treasurer: Henry Heidtmann, W2DZO
Newsletter Editor: Don Edwards, WS4NC
To join our list server send a blank email to
w4nc-subscribe@egroups.com

Emergency Communications & Ham
Radio
As I write this it is still September, just barely. It looks like
we were lucky this year for Hurricane season, though many
people from the mid-NC Coast and north might disagree.
We did have an interesting thing happen back in August.
An east coast earthquake. I sure that Californians were
laughing at our response to what was a frequent occurrence
for them. I was in downtown Winston-Salem that day, just
leaving one client’s office and talking on the phone. My
phone call dropped and I thought nothing about it. I also
must have thought the noise was just downtown traffic - but
others heard it and felt it.
The curious thing is that day, for a short while, most cell
systems went down because of overload. Some landline
and 911 systems too. It was just a little jolt, missed by
many people, but that was all it took. Obviously things
came back to normal rather quickly when everyone
realized that the sky wasn’t falling. But what if it had?
Modern communications systems are a marvel. And
amazingly complex. With complexity comes downtime.
While I’m sure that engineers have built some reserve in
the system there is no way everyone, everywhere can be
accommodated at one time. We are so used to having our
cell phone handy that it is easy to forget what life was like
only a few years ago. For many teenagers today - that
would be the dark ages.
The earthquake in Haiti deeply damaged their cell system
and it took days, even weeks before all was back and
running. You may say there is a big difference between the
US and Haiti, but is there? This was relatively new
equipment.
What sorts of emergencies are there? Unfortunately there
is no definitive list. It will be interesting to see how our
technology stands up when a once-in-500-year solar flare
hits earth. We’ve had a couple of big ones in my memory

All content is Copyright 2011 by Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club, Inc, unless otherwise noted. Permission is given to
reproduce for non-commercial purposes provided proper
credit is given. If you would like to help support the newsletter
with an ad, please contact Don Edwards (email:
ws4nc@arrl.net). Ad deadlines are 7 days before the end of
the month. Rates are $50 for 12 months. Cheap!
We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many local clubs
are on our mailing list. If your club has a newsletter and
would like to trade please send us a copy.
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and those brought down regional power systems. We
didn‘t have all the satellite systems we have today. My
parents were in NYC in 1976 when one of them hit. The
subway system was down. People behaved well then,
but you never know. Panic can do strange things to
people.
A number of FARC members have helped during major
disasters, mostly hurricanes. Van W4WSK is a big-time
supporter of the NC Baptist Men. Each state has
outfitted a tractor-trailer with cooking gear. And there is
ham gear in each trailer.
I went down 3 weeks after hurricane Andrew and
worked with one crew. As I recall we were equipped for
3,000 meals a day. We were serving 6,000 to 9,000 a
day. There was no power for miles and miles. No
landline telephones. And good luck with cell service. I
was fortunate that I could have a little time to prepare
before I left. I put a 2-meter rig in a box with a big gelcell. That and handhelds got me through.
The cell phone companies would hate to hear me say
this, but I’m waiting for the first computer upgrade that
goes bad, really bad. It may never happen, but what if it
does? In the middle of a weekday. Are you ready?
We talk about being prepared. Do you have a “go bag”?
I cheated and bought one from the Red Cross. For what
is in it, it was a good deal. I have supplemented it was
ham stuff. A 2-meter handheld that runs on AAs for
instance. But I recently realized that I don’t have the first
tool packed. What a dummy I am. Not even a
screwdriver. I hope the guy who invented those
screwdrivers that have removable blades and also make
nut drivers made some money off the invention.
Everybody should have one of those in their car and
home. They are cheap and very, very handy.

MEXICAN EARTHQUAKE 1985
written in 1985 by James W Lehnberg, WA4TCR
At approximately 7:20 AM on Thursday, September 19, 1985
one of the most devastating earthquakes in history occurred
off the western coast of Mexico. Its greatest effect was felt in
Mexico City, a large metropolitan area built on very unstable
terrain, although many neighboring towns and cities were
also affected. There was a great deal of structural damage
with extensive injuries and loss of human life. Additionally,
international telephone communications between the United
States and Mexico were disrupted. In response to this
disaster, the Amateur Radio Emergency Service of Forsyth

County and the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club felt that it was
essential to maintain communications links via amateur radio
between the citizens of the piedmont region in North Carolina
and their friends and relatives in the affected areas of Mexico.
These communications involved the origination of and
replies from formal health and welfare traffic between these
two areas of concern.
The overall efforts will be detailed in this report. Initial
inquiries from the public were received on an "earthquake
hotline" telephone setup by a local television station in
Winston-Salem, WXII-TV Channel 12 in conjunction with
the Forsyth ARC. The phone was placed in the rear of the TV
station's newsroom which was continually, staffed by TV
personnel. This insured access by amateur radio volunteers to
the telephone at any time of day or night for assigned shift
work.
A two meter station was also located by the phone to provide
instant communications with the Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club's station, W4NC, and the rest of Forsyth County. Health
and welfare calls were recorded and written on standard
radiogram forms as a standard radiogram message which,
essentially, asked if the Mexican party was alright and to send
a reply by amateur radio (i.e., ARL 12 ARL 7). The
radiograms were then hand carried to the club station, W4NC
in the basement of the adjacent Red Cross chapter house.
These messages were sent to amateur radio operators in
Mexico on specific earthquake disaster frequencies on the 20
meter band.
At first each radiogram was sent in its entirety which became
very inefficient and time consuming. But after an initial
period of reorganization and orientation, the Mexican
amateurs operated utilizing the "list" technique. Each
American amateur with routine traffic was issued a number
when checking in. When that particular amateur's number
was called by the Mexican net control station, he passed five
pieces of his traffic in abbreviated form only giving name and
phone number of person in Mexico inquired about. He was
issued another number and waited for the reply to his original
traffic on another 20 meter frequency. This system proceeded
until all traffic had been passed to Mexico. Replies from the
Mexican amateurs were received within hours (during the
earlier, less organized phase of the operation) to minutes
(after the initial confusion was settled and more exact
operating procedures and frequencies were established) after
the initial American inquiry was made. Local telephone calls
back to the inquirer were made from the Red Cross chapter
house and the long distance calls were made from the
television station at the approved donated expense of WXII.
Other well-equipped amateur radio operators in WinstonSalem helped handle the periodic backlog of traffic into
Mexico at their homes on other earthquake frequencies. They
also obtained replies and made arrangements for reply
messages to be telephoned to people in North Carolina.
W4NC was and is equipped with a 2 meter radio and a
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sequential tone pager to alert the operator(s) on duty of any
calls to him on 2 meters. This is all in addition to three low
band radios, digital communications facilities, and more to
maintain an up-to-date complete club station. Creation of
staffing schedules for W4NC and the earthquake hotline as
well as general information dissemination and
encouragement of interest in the operation was achieved
through nightly ARES nets on the local repeater, 146.64 (600) MHz. Our local ARES of Forsyth County nets usually
meet weekly on Wednesday nights at 9:00 PM local time,
but during time of county, state, or national emergencies
when our ARES members are personally involved in some
way, the net schedule shifts to a more frequent, regular,
daily schedule. The use of a call up list of all ARES
members alerts everyone to the temporary change in net
schedule.
Results from this operation clearly show the dedication and
abilities of the members of the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club
and the Amateur Radio Emergency Service of Forsyth
County. W4NC was active from Friday morning,
September 20, 1985 to Tuesday evening, September 24,
1985 for a total operation period of about 60 hours. The
station operated each day from 8:00 AM until about 9:00 10:00 PM when the 20 meter band died and contact with
Mexico was no longer possible. The earthquake hotline was
activated from Friday morning but was terminated on
Monday evening for several reasons. The number of
incoming calls was rapidly declining, commercial
telephone circuits were being re-established with Mexico,
and the quality of the incoming calls was changing from
health and welfare inquiry calls originating in the piedmont
region of North Carolina to general information calls from
many other parts of the country. Apparently, the hotline
number was passed around the country by word of mouth
from relative to relative and friend to friend!

The entire operation generated a great deal of publicity
during the five day activity period. Although some was in the
form of newspaper articles and radio news reports, the vast
majority of the public exposure came in the form of
television broadcasts by the three piedmont network
stations. WXII-TV in Winston-Salem provided the amateur
radio effort with the greatest amount of publicity. This
station has worked with hams before and is keenly aware of
the amateur radio contribution to the community during
times of need. There was total and complete cooperation
between WXII and the Forsyth ARC and ARES without
apparent commercialization of amateur radio or the use of
amateur radio activities for profit or gain by this television
station.
Input from several of the participants yielded many useful
ideas for future changes and improvements. A slight
modification of the standard radiogram form for local use
could and will be made. This would involve stamping the
back of the form so that the time, date, and person handling
the traffic at all points can be documented. Specifically,
"inquiry made", "message sent", "reply received", and
"inquirer notified" would be addressed whenever that stage
of message handling was accomplished. Also, a greater
number of printed traffic handling aids will be made
available to operators at all operating positions. A formal
traffic handling class for all amateurs will be conducted at a
club meeting in the very near future as part of the club

A total of 40 amateurs and 4 non-amateurs assisted with all
phases of the operation. Some amateurs volunteered time
manning the earthquake hotline telephone or station radios,
others ran errands or made alerting phone calls, and still
more donated equipment, expertise, and continuity of the
overall effort. Two of the non-amateur volunteers had a
personal reason to help because their relatives lived in
Mexico. Another non-ham was in the current novice
amateur radio class and the last was the "enlisted" sister of
one of the more active hams. For a list of all personnel who
helped, please see the Appendix at the end of this report.
The general public called the earthquake hotline 196 times
to initiate health and welfare inquiry traffic to Mexico.
From these, 129 responses were received from the Mexican
amateurs and 115 of the initial inquirers were called back
with the answer. Not all could be reached because of
incorrect phone numbers, the particular party was not at
home despite many phone calls, no return phone number
was given, or other similar problems.
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Letter from WXII thanking FARC for our support
during the Mexican Earthquake.

program. Perhaps this will encourage more amateurs to
become involved in the National Traffic System or, at least,
give everyone a basic knowledge of traffic handling
techniques and the radiogram format.
A list of foreign speaking people in this area will also be
accumulated so that if language barriers ever exist during
disasters in which amateur radio is involved, we can have the
necessary translators and communicators. One of our nonham volunteers spoke Spanish fluently due to her Mexican
heritage and was given the microphone on many occasions
to pass the traffic at an extremely high rate of speed in
Spanish! Not only did the station in Mexico benefit from the
elimination of the language and accent barrier, but we
benefited also as Maria is now enrolled in our Novice class.
Another suggestion was made to maintain a comprehensive
list of "elite" traffic handlers who have the experience and
desire to immediately begin passing traffic when needed
without lengthy orientation beforehand. These people would
be called first when needed. This makes good sense, for once
the "ball" gets rolling others will gain interest and carry the
momentum.
A call to the local telephone company will be made soon to
see if they would be interested in donating a telephone and
telephone line (independent of that for the Red Cross chapter

house) for the club station. We would also ask that they pay
the monthly local phone bill and also any long distance
phone calls made during times of emergencies. They would
activate the long distance access line only when requested by
certain key officers of the Forsyth ARC or the ARES
emergency coordinator. This phone would give us our own
local and long distance lines and would give us complete
independence from any other agency. The telephone would
have to be placed on a desk where notes could be written and
also away from the radios to avoid audio interference.
Another list suggested would be one of non-amateur
volunteers who could be used to do non-radio type tasks such
as answering a telephone, taking messages from one place to
another, performing some necessary paperwork, orienting
new volunteers, answering questions for the radio, TV, and
newspaper reporters, and so forth. As we have seen, this
could generate a source of new amateur radio operators, as
well as making one's spouse, friend, or relative appreciative
of the overall relief effort and of the hobby called "ham
radio." One also suggested sound isolation partitions
between the different radios to reduce audio interference.
This could work in conjunction with headphones and
moving the radios further apart in the station.
Finally, there was a great deal of support for the idea of
having several well-equipped, responsible home stations
assist W4NC with the passing of formal, written traffic into
and out of Forsyth County. This would give the club many
more
avenues of traffic flow just as long as each of the stations can
maintain contact with the "mother" station, W4NC,by phone
or 2 meter radio.
In conclusion it is unfortunate that nature must unleash its
fury at innocent targets such as the recent earthquake in
Mexico. Even as this report is being written several days
after the fact news reports are still being heard of the
multinational rescue workers pulling live and deceased
bodies from the rubble in Mexico City. But is is through the
efforts of fellow man that tragedies can be lessened in
severity by providing appropriate aid and assistance.
This is a report of the activities of the Amateur Radio
Emergency Service of Forsyth County and the Forsyth
Amateur Radio Club in providing citizens in this area of
North Carolina information on the health and welfare of
friends and relatives in Mexico.
James W. Lehnberg, WA4TCR
1985 Emergency Coordinator
Amateur Radio Emergency Service of Forsyth County

Letter from Mexican Director of
Telecommunications thanking FARC for our support
during the Mexican Earthquake.
Bill Bain was
FARC President in 1985. Translation is on page 6.
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APPENDIX
Amateurs and non-amateurs assisting with the Mexican
earthquake communications operation from Forsyth County are as
follows: N4BDO, K4BE, N4BKC, N4BOI, KA4COH, KJ4CQ,
W4DCW, N4DEA, WD4EQK, N4FPH, W4HKB, N4I0Z, NN4J,
W4JCB, K430, KB4J0, WA4JXG, WA4KBN, W4KGR, W4LRG,

N4LXH, N4MBI, KB4NBK, WB4NUK, W4PJO, WB4QXG,
NY4R, W4R0E, WV4S, WB4STU, WA4SUB, WB4TAL,
WA4TCR, WA4UPN, WT4V, W34WOM, W4WXZ, KC7XN,
WB4ZKF, WB4ZWS, Carl Freedland, Maria Haf ford, Jeff Long,
and Annette Rogers.
I hope I don’t start an international incident with my bad Spanish
but this is the nearest I can translate the letter.

MEMORANDUM
General Director of Telecommunications
Mexico D.F. October 29, 1985.

KJ4FEF, Ray Purdue K4ZGV, Cathy Bowman
KB4TKO, Kathryn Mansfield WA4NOT-XYL, Jim
Mansfield WA4NOT, Ben Wasilauskas K4GHS,
Steven Mierisch KG4JWU, Edwin Needham AF4KC,
Jeff Stafford AC4YN, Jerry Brownlee WA4ZKI, Phil
Nunn KD4JZZ, Jerry Minor K4GW, Melissa Hall
W4RXG, Henry Heidmann W2DZO, Doc Holiday
WB4QIZ, Van Key KC4WSK, Woody Kinney
KF4PLQ, Dan O’Leary KG4ECI.

Zach Reynolds W4TXL-SK Amplifier

Mr. William L. Bain. (W4LRG) (BILL)
3201 Briarcliff Rd.
Winston Salem, NC 27106 USA
Dear Mr. Bain:
This is to manifest the deep appreciation in the name of
the people of Mexico for your unconditional help
offered during the tragic earthquake on 19 and 20
September, 1985.
Your invaluable assistance to communicate with
Mexican Amateur Radio operators for several days, the
example of brotherhood with the people of Mexico and
to victims of these unfortunate events is only rewarded
with the personal satisfaction to have helped those who
really needed it.

by Don WS4NC
Zach was a local legend. Recently former-FARCmember (we’ll claim him for life, though) Chris
Plumblee WF3C noticed one of Zach’s amplifiers on
eBay. The amp is a Henry 8K (Zach couldn’t be
bothered by little things like FCC rules). The eBay item
number is 160659730208. In one of my more insane
moves I had an esnipe bid ready to go at 4 seconds
before the end - $2321.88 - an ambitiously low price but then the variac and the dummy load were worth
nearly that alone. It sold Oct 11 for $3550.00. I hope it
goes to a good home. There are some who would strip it
and sell the parts for $10K plus. It might have brought
more but the seller had zero feedback - many people

Strongly we reiterate our "Thank You" to you our friend
and friend of Mexico.
C.C: The Honorable Luis Chartarifsky (XE1L) for
extending this letter of thanks to the people who
collaborated on the frequencies 14.300MHz , 3.775
MHZ, and 144.630 MHz.

Calls Heard
Those who signed the roster at the October FARC
meeting:
Don Edwards WS4NC, Eric Bowen
WK4CW, Terry Brown AK4D, John Kippe N0KTY,
Jack Hamby KD4GYM, Tag Bowers K4TAG, Bill
Plyler W4EH, Charlie Klutts W4TMR, Gene Bowman
WB4MSG, Jim Atkins W4UX, Bob Fowler K4KEU,
Mike Mahan KB4WJA, Mike Fields KJ4SYP, Tim
King AG4RZ, Brandy Kind AG4RZ-XYL, Eli King
AG4RZ-Harmonic, David Ramsey KJ4OIL, Jason
Lyons Ka4JRL, R. D. DeVinney, John Steinberger
W8LWX, John Ghormley KJ4UFG, Doug Rice
KJ4IGQ, Judson Davis KG4OHQ, Fred Overstreet
WB4QXG, Don Donadio KT4KV, Pat KT4KV-XYL,
Kris Brzescinski KB4MB, George Lamb N4ROT,
Mike Atkins N4VE, Steven Wilson W4KG, Neal Pruitt
WD4LSS, Dale Mierisch WB9SZL, Rick Emmerick
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Photos from http://www.zachreynolds.com/#
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Congrats to Durham FM Association
The W4UNC group Field Day effort came in 6th in the
“whole darn country”! They had a total score of 17,035
operating 9AB with 1779 QSOs and a power multiplier
of5. Congratulations guys!

...Ain't technology great?
by Dan O'Leary KG4ECI

Pictures of Zach’s Henry 8K Amp recently sold on
eBay.
won’t bid on an expensive item without feedback on the
seller. I was relieved not to win. Not really sure what I
would have done with it. If it was put on the air noone
would believe you had it set to trip at 1500 watts out but it would loaf along forever at that power.
Zach was truly warm generous person who was
passionate about his many interests, among them
motorcycles, aviation and ham radio. There is a web
site devoted to Zach memories, please check it out:
http://www.zachreynolds.com/

New Licenses at the October Meeting:

Recently I've been interested in 440 and using the
444.275 machine whenever possible. I have a couple of
handhelds and a mobile rig capable of 70cm operation,
but I really wasn't sure if my antenna was any good for
transmit - no SWR meter, no analyzer. It occurred to me
the club might benefit from owning a 440 antenna
analyzer.
At the October business meeting, I made a motion that
the club purchase just such a thing, an MFJ unit
reasonably priced. All present agreed and a vote was
taken (procedure, you know) and so it came to pass.
Now here comes the really cool part: A laptop was
present at the meeting and WiFi internet access gave us
the opportunity to order the item RIGHT THEN! NO
WAITING! We 'surfed' to the appropriate website and
the order was placed. Bada Bing. Done. From concept
to realized in 6.52* minutes.
Congress may move slow, but the FARC board is "all
over it". Ain't technology great?

DWIGHT S SLEDGE KK4ERE
ROBERT A ERDIN JR KK4ERF
and New Licenses after a class at Triad Electronics:
KARL I MESZAROS KK4FAC
RONALD G SETZER KK4FAD
GEORGE W BRADY KK4FAE
BRIGITTE V SETZER KK4FAF T
DONALD W FELKER KK4FAH
ROGER R REESE KK4FAI T
BARBARA A CLINE KK4FAJ
MEGAN L SANKEWITSCH KK4FAK
WALTER L WILSON KK4FAL

*It might have been quicker - I have that number stuck
in my head.

ARES News

Dwight, Robert, Karl, Ronald, George, Brigitte, Donald, Roger,
Barbara, Megan, Walter, Allow me to offer all of you a hearty
congratulations on your new Amateur licenses. I look forward to
chatting with each you on the air. Many thanks to Mike at Triad
Electronics for holding the class.

73, Dale Mierisch WB9SZL
VEC Session Manager
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by Eric WK4CW, Forsyth ARES EC
Hello Forsyth ARES Members, There are a couple of
topics I wish to update everyone on. The first is there
will be an NC ARES Area 9 meeting on Saturday,
November 5th from 10:00 a.m. until 12:00 p.m. at the
Red Cross, 690 Coliseum Drive. This will be an ARES
meeting for all of the NC ARES Area 9 counties which
consist of Davie, Yadkin, Surry, Stokes, Forsyth,
Rockingham and Caswell counties. The main topics
will be on how we can improve interoperability
between counties within our Area 9 group as well as
ways to improve our ARES programs within our
individual counties. All Forsyth ARES members are
invited to attend.

The second item is working on training in digital modes
within our Forsyth ARES group. Digital modes can be a
good resource for sending sensitive information during
emergencies. As we all know as ham operators, we are
not allowed to send encrypted messages, but the need
may arise during an activation that we may have to send
some personal or sensitive information and digital
modes can provide a extra layer of security. As we
know, there a lots of people and agencies that monitor
our repeaters during emergencies via police scanners
and other means and there may be some things we
would not want to transmit by voice.
We have experimented with digital modes through our
repeaters and have had success. The preferred mode is
MT63 2000Hz. There are several free programs on line
for sending digital traffic and I will list the most
popular, and it comes down to personal preference to
which one you are most comfortable with using. The
Fldigi program seems to be the most popular amongst
digital operators. The program is free and can be
downloaded at http://www.w1hkj.com/download.html.
The second is the Digital Master 780 program which is
included in the download of Ham Radio Deluxe. You
can find the download for Ham Radio Deluxe at
http://www.ham-radio-deluxe.com/. The DM 780
program can be operated separately from Ham Radio
Deluxe as the HRD program is mostly for rig control. I
use Fldigi and DM780 programs and have had success
with both.
Next, you need a way to transmit and receive the digital
audio. The most simple way to do so without using a
digital interface is by a method known as "acoustic
coupling". This method involves using a cable with 1/8
in jacks on each end (preferably the cable needs to be at
least six feet in length). One end goes into the speaker of
your radio and the other end goes into the microphone
jack of you computer. At this point, you will be able to
decode the digital audio being received on your end. To
transmit the digital audio, hold the microphone of your
radio about 2 to 4 inches away from your computer
speaker, transmit the digital audio you wish to send and
release the PTT button on your microphone when
finished. The station on the other end should receive
your message well.
That is the most simple way of transmitting and
receiving digital audio, however there are many makes
and models of digital interfaces that are designed to
work with the specific model of radio you own. The
Signalink USB is popular along with the Rigblaster
products. You can do research online about digital
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interfaces to see what product best fits you needs, but I
suggest experimenting with the "acoustic coupling"
method first to get "your feet wet" in using digital
modes.
We would like to have as many ARES members as
possible with digital capability. On our weekly ARES
nets, from time to time I will be sending messages by
MT63 2000 to hopefully get more members interested
and involved in using digital modes. Digital modes are
fun to use and also can serve as another resources for
sending information during ARES nets and activations.
Our weekly Forsyth ARES net is every Thursday
evening at 8:30 p.m. on the 145.470 ( PL 100 Hz)
Sauratown Mountain repeater or our backup of 146.640
(PL 100 Hz) Baptist Hospital repeater if the Sauratown
repeater should be offline. Please feel free to check in
and join us each Thursday evening. Both repeaters are
also accessible by Echolink (nodes 420473 WB9SZL/R
for Sauratown and 384157 for Baptist Hospital
repeater.)
If anyone has any questions or comments about our
ARES program in Forsyth County, feel free to contact
me by e-mail at wk4cw@arrl.net or by telephone at
336-231-4182 and we will be glad to assist you any way
that we can.
73's, Eric - WK4CW
ARES EC - Forsyth County, NC

FARC Hosts NC ARES Area 9
Conference Nov 6
NC ARES Area 9 is composed of Forsyth, Stokes,
Surrey, Davie, Rockingham and Caswell Counties.
Dal Williams W4YQY is the Area DEC. “I would like

to thank the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club and the NW
NC Red Cross for providing this nice and fairly central
meeting facility.” Those in attendance were Eric
Bowen WK4CW Forsyth EC, Mike Mansfield
WA3RFF, Paul Patterson N4CE AEC Rockingham
County, Furman Lanier WD4MKU Caswell EC, Tom
Cox KB5SYR, David Arndt W4DCA Surry EC, Terry
Arndt KG4YAY Surrey ARES, Jim Mansfield
WA4NOT Forsyth AEC, Don Edwards WS4NC
Forsyth AEC, John Ghormley KJ4UFG Forsyth ARES,
Judson Davis KG4OHQ Forsyth ARES, Steven
Mierisch KG4JWU Forsyth ARES, Dale Mierisch
WB9SZL Forsyth ARES, Doug Rice KJ4IGQ Yadkin
ARES, Bob Kassel N2DMC Davie EC.

CQ Worldwide DX Contest, SSB
A group of us worked CQWW from the Red Cross
shack this year. The bands were amazing! We
worked China on 40 Meters - 10 Meters was
completely packed all the way up to 29 MHZ. If
you didn’t come out to join us you missed an
amazing contest! Call: W4NC
Operator(s):
WS4NC N0KTY W2DZO WK4CW WB4MSG
AG4RZ KG4JWU, Station: W4NC, Class: M/S
HP, QTH: Winston-Salem, NC, Operating Time
(hrs): 15

NC QSO Party Rules Change in
Progress
by Dwayne N4MIO
Marty W4MY and I have been kicking a few emails
back and forth and come up with the following to be
added to the award categories:
NORTH CAROLINA COUNTY EXPEDITION/IN
STATE/mixed mode - A County Expedition is an
operation (of one or more operators) from a temporary
location using temporary antennas installed for the
contest period, using temporary antenna supports
(natural supports like trees permitted). Expedition
stations send only ONE county per exchange, including
those on a county line. Note: Expedition stations may
change counties during the contest period and are
considered to be a new station at that point. They may
be contacted again for point and multiplier credit.
Mobile antennas and equipment wholly used and
contained in a vehicle for mobile operation are not
permitted. Expedition competition must have only one
transmitted signal at a time, no band change limit. We
hope to generate more county operation, hence
promoting activation of most wanted counties.
The above allows for operators to concentrate on
activating the rare counties that usually don’t get
attention without having to worry about competing with
the mobile stations that need to operate from as many
counties as possible in order to compete. An individual
could operate from one county or if more than one take
advantage of the 100 pt county bonus that is already
built into the rules. We also suggest allowing stations to
get 3 points per qso with an Expedition class station.

Summary:
Band QSOs Zones Countries
-----------------------------160: 5 3
4
80: 16 9
12
40: 109 20
58
20: 171 27
78
15: 136 23
74
10: 409 30 101
-----------------------------Total: 846 112 327
Total Score = 1,049,210

There is already a group of us that have agreed to go out
and operate in this fashion as we enjoy doing so and
think that this would be a great win – win for everyone.

2010 CQWW
Robert KG4NEP
Just received paper for my small station effort last years
CQWW SSB. 1st LP SSB SO 80m US 4th call area. 7th
NA/ 4th US, 90 QSO for 5544. No antennas up for this
year and not much time, plan on having tower and wires
up for next year.
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I think I could get the Alamance Amateur Radio Club to
sponsor the plaque for this category as we already do for
the VA party.
I would hope that you would seriously consider this new
category and see that we are serious also. My guess is
with the economy and gas prices the way they are this
category would look inviting and still help with getting
the counties on the air.

807 Audio Amp, continued from page 9
This amplifier uses two “alternative” transformers that I
found on an old chassis for $2. They were part of a
vibrator power supply … the primary winding was 6
volts center tapped, and the secondary winding was 310
volts center tapped. After reading about transformers,
voltage and turns ratio equations, and impedence
formulas in the ARRL handbook the numbers came out
just about right when the transformers were wired in
reverse … and they sounded great also !! So a little
creativity worked great in this instance. This is the
fourth tube amplifier that I have built and nothing beats
the satisfaction of building something yourself from
scratch and actually using it on a daily basis. When you
turn the lights out and the tubes are glowing as Mozart,
Dire Straights, and Jimmy Buffett all take their turn
from the IPOD you will see what I mean. Maybe this
will spark some enthusiasm … enjoy.
by James Kretzschmar AE7AX
Cheyenne, WY

James’ calculations on using the old switching
transformers.

[Editor’s note: I love any project by James. Ignore that line about
him not being a engineer by profession, every thing he does is
professional. James is a dental surgeon by profession.]

View of the 807 Amplifier on the work bench before
final assembly.

Above is the schematic. Below is the salvaged
power supply. James has a really good eye for
spotting goodies like this.

Bottom view of 807 Amplifier. Notice the nice cuts
in the circuit board - James does that with a dental
drill.
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Red Cross Shack Update
by Henry W2DZO
Here's an update on the club shack post CQWWI am having to take some time off before the year ends
and so I'm stealing away today for a half day doing what
I love- cleaning up the shack! (not really, but someone’s
gotta do it.) Eric has a big ARES meeting tomorrow so
I've cleaned up, vacuumed all the Cheetos and chips up,
dusted the book shelves and got all the rigs working and
plugged up. I opened up both tuners, retracked the MFJ
tuner (put the rubber band back on....), tuned it on coax 1
for 3923, and then proceeded to open up the ameritron
tuner which had a strange burned smell to it. I dont
know what you guys did to it, but I recommend you not
cook burgers in the tuner anymore. It is Black.- the
entire unit- black- toast. It appears enough arcing went
on in the metering section which spread to the rest of the
tuner unit. I'll have it for show and tell at the club
meeting. I point no fingers- I'm just describing the scene
of the crime.

Perhaps go thru our mobile antennas and make sure they are all
ready to go for members- stuff like that. Replace some patch panels
hardware and relabel- get voice keying and RX antenna cables
installed permenently- We wouldn't have to spend money as some
of these amps will certainly turn good gear into cash for us. Its a win
win. And I like turnkey equipment in the shack--- and maybe get
that Kenwood repeater purchased!

OK, have fun on Sweepstakes CW this weekend- I'm
going to try and make 200 q's from home. I'll have more
fun on SSB Sweepstakes- maybe even some from the
shack? Have a good one all!
73, Henry W2DZO

W4NCLive is back . . .
Thanks to Raymond WX5AAA we have W4NCLive back “on the
air”.
To see previous FARC meetings goto

www.w4nclive.com. Great job Raymond!

Pictures from Oct. Hamfest

The FT920 appears to be putting full power out on all
bands- not sure what was happening at WW, but I
couldn't even get it to throw the PLL as it was doing on
10 meters- Don, did you do magic to this thing or do we
have an intermittent? I replaced some of the connecting
coax with shorter pieces and everything appears OK.
The Tentec rig doesn't have a tuner on it and is labeled
so. (I took the Gennaille Murch out of the loop as the
majority of our members have NO clue as to how to use
it-- and I say that with love.) It can be used on 10/15/20
safely without a tuner.
We are starting to accumulate stuff again- an episode of
"Hoarders" comes to mind. I think we need to, as a club,
decided what to keep, what to replace and what to get rid
of/liquidate. A long term plan of equipment needs
should be the topic of a club meeting- like January! I
think we need a fixed MT63 set up if thats what Eric
says is the new mode of ARES choice. We need another
2m/440 antenna on the roof, a 2m/440 base rig, ft920
repairs, decide which amps to keep and which to sell
(we only need 2 realisitically). We could use a
better(wider bandwidth) 80m antenna - like a dipoleand get the other tribander up on the tower (we have a
couple still on the roof- I'll get to it!) It appears we'll
need a new user friendly tuner for the Tentec and a
couple club headsets. OK, I know I'm rambling but we
have some decisions to make and I think it would great
to let the membership decide what we want to keep.

BA4CW

Pictures taken from around the Hamfest. 2nd down from top left is
Kevin Kang BA4CW from China and other members of the
RFMD Radio Club. Kevin certainly wins the award for coming
the furthest to get to the swapfest. Hopfully if Kevin’s schedule
permits it next year we can have him at the FARC meeting. We
were thrilled that he could make it to the Hamfest.
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Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc.

Winston-Salem Firstfest

Saturday, January , 2012

PO Box 11361
Winston-Salem, NC 27106-1361
336-245-5740

FCC, FEMA, NOAA to Conduct First
Nationwide Test of Emergency Alert
System
from ARRL
10/25/2011 The FCC, in coordination with the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), will conduct the first nationwide test of the
Emergency Alert System (EAS) at 2 PM EST (1900
UTC) Wednesday, November 9. According to FEMA,
EAS participants -- broadcasters, satellite and digital
radio and television providers, and cable and wireline
video providers -- “provide a critical public service to
the nation as the resilient backbone of alert and warning
when all other means of communication are
unavailable.”
During the test -- which should last approximately three
minutes -- listeners will hear a message indicating that
“This is a test.” Although the EAS test may resemble the
periodic monthly EAS tests that most Americans are
already familiar with, there will be some differences in
what viewers will see and hear. The audio message will
be the same for all EAS participants.

“Due to limitations in the EAS, the video test message scroll may
not be the same or indicate that ‘This is a test,’ FEMA advised on its
website. “This is due to the use of the live EAN code -- the same
code that would be used in an actual emergency. The text at the top
of the television screen may indicate that an ‘Emergency Action
Notification has been issued.’ This notification is used to
disseminate a national alert and in this case, the test. In addition, the
background image that appears on video screens during an alert
may indicate that ‘This is a test,’ but in some instances there might
not be an image at all.”

November is kiss-a-ham month. Have you kissed
your favorite ham lately? (Be careful about swine
Page 12flu!)

